January Newsletter

Phew! Thankfully it's over

Although the words COVID, pandemic and lockdown are still on the tips of our tongues, so too are vaccine,
recovery and normal. With 2020 in our rearview mirror, it is reasonable to assume that at some point in
2021 we will be able to get on with the rest of our lives. This will mean different things to different people,
but how we collectively get on with our personal lives will impact all of our professional lives. If you will
indulge me for a moment, in 1981 futurist and trend predictor Faith Popcorn coined the term 'cocooninig'.
Essentially she predicted that people would retreat into their homes seeking a shell of safety. You can read
more about it HERE. As the cocooning trend has ebbed and flowed over the last 40 years, it would appear
that in the age of COVID the trend is flowing. A quick review of recent trend predictions all talk about how
people are cooking more and will be looking to replace the restaurant experience with more intricate meals
in the home, a prime cocooning behaviour.
This month, we will look closer at the idea of turning our homes into our own personal restaurants. We start
with our exclusive feature Produce Moneyball, this month we will predict the future costs of some prime
time ingredient items. If people are going to be buying them, then we need to know what their costs will be.
Next, in That's what she (and he) said we asked our consumer panel if their cooking habits have changed
since the start of the pandemic, **SPOILER ALERT** they have, read on to find out how. Lastly in Store
Tours we look closely in the grocery arena for any evidence of more gourmet oriented merchandising.
If there ever was an Execulytics monthly newsletter that you didn't want to miss, this is it. While I have
your attention, this month, our Execulytics featured product is Produce DNA. If you like the types of
consumer and retail insights we uncover here, then you might like getting this type of info times 1,000 each
and every quarter. That's what Produce DNA gives you. Check it out HERE.

Produce Moneyball

This is where the rubber hits the road. Consumer demand is fulfilled
by product availability. And when different products are being
demanded to fill new consumer needs we need to be doubly prepared.
That's why in this month's edition of Produce Moneyball we are
looking at the types of products required by the new gourmets of
the COVID era.
This month, using historical costs from the years 2011 through 2020
we will predict the weekly FOB costs of 30 lb. Ginger Root, 175 count
Limes and 24 count Kale for February of this year. If you think this
sounds familiar, you're probably thinking back to the wilted kale with
ginger and lime recipe you made a few months back. Don't kid
yourself this is precisely why we are talking about this. Take a long
hard look at these predictions, it could make the difference this
February, if you see something that makes that little light bulb go
off in your head, drop me a line, I'd love to discuss it with you. But
don't forget, we are still living with pandemic rules. That means that
all things that can be predicted can also be highly unpredictable. Be
sure to use Produce Moneyball with caution and combine it with other
sources of intelligence you have at your disposal.

30 lb. Ginger Root
If I had a nickel for every time Ginger Root was the lead story in a new food trend, well let's
just say I'd have a lot of nickels. It still fronts the juicing trend, is a big deal on the health
food kick and now you can add it to the stay at home, cocooning trend. I'd be lying if I said I
hadn't added a little bit of ginger into a recipe or two over the last number of months. And I
probably will continue as I crawl into my own cocoon.

Strange cost curve with large multi year ups and downs. The last five years or so had been on
the downslope with some relative stability before a big jump last year which is contributing to
the 4.76% average annual inflation. It's a good bet that the cost will decline form the historic
highs of 2020. Our prediction is for costs to range from the mid to high $30's throughout the
month of February.

175 count Limes
Does sticking a lime wedge into a beer bottle count as cocooning? I didn't think so. But of
course limes are so much more versatile than just as a bottle topper. For example, they can also
be used to punch up a mixed drink too. Okay, all kidding aside, limes have long been an important
recipe item in many cooking styles, from Mexican to Indian and all types of seafood. It is only
natural that as cooking at home increases, so too will limes.

The trendline looks a little bit like the stock market during the subprime mortgage crisis.
Although, if you take away the big spike of 2011, which is mostly responsible for the average
annual deflation rate of 8.8%, it's actually pretty stable with a couple of spikes. That said, it is
still declining in costs over the long term due to higher amounts of volume becoming available.
This is driving 2021 cost predictions into the low teens during February.

24 count Kale
Someone said to me recently that they have a go to recipe for Kale that they really enjoyed. I
thought "whaaat!?!", I always figured people ate Kale because it was the superfood to end all
superfoods. Who knew it was because it can be so tasty. I guess that's one of the benefits of
trying so many recipes during the pandemic.

With the exception of 2013 and 2019, Kale pretty much flatlines between $10 and $15 during
most February's. And it's really the shot in the arm during 2019 that is responsible for the
2.13% average annual inflation. Smart money has Kale trading in the narrow range between $10
and $15 again in 2021. Maybe these new recipes can generate some excitement, because you
can't expect it out of the costs.

The 2021 Produce Almanac is the place to go for all the costing data
used to build these models. Click the button to learn about the exciting
new features in the third edition of this popular report. HINT: if you
like Produce Moneyball, you'll love the 2021 Produce Almanac.

Produce
Almanac

That's what she (and he) said

'To shop or not to shop'; that is
the question. Closely related to
'Do we go out for dinner
tonight, or do we stay in?'
Trend watchers are telling us
that home cooking will stick
around as a big part of the new
normal. If this prediction comes
to fruition then that may have a
profound impact on future sales
at retail and at food service
establishments, the sales mix at
produce suppliers could change,
as could the products sold in
the grocery store. With so
much at stake, should we really
rely on the trend watchers?
Enter the Execulytics consumer
panel. Ready to answer the
tough questions. This time they
tell us 'Will they stay or will
they go?'

This will come as no surprise
I did, you likely did and most people assumed that
just about everyone did. Cook more at home of
course. Last year though, many people had little
choice but to cook more. In 2020, for the most part,
if you wanted to eat, you needed to cook. When we
asked the consumer panel about their cooking habits,
they confirmed our suspicions in a big way. 88% of
people confirmed they cooked meals at home more so
than they did in 2019.

But what about 2021?
The amazing thing that came out of the panel is their
plans to cook more in 2021. Even after such an
overwhelming number of people said they already
spent more time in the kitchen last year, an
astonishing 85% said that they would follow up 2020
with even more time honing their culinary skills. Good
to know, but there are still some outstanding
questions that need answering. Not the least
important being why did people choose to cook more in
the first place?

I know, the answer seems obvious. But one thing I've learned in this business is it doesn't pay
to assume. So, just to be sure, we asked. Not surprisingly, 70% of those who are cooking more
said so because of COVID-19. Of the 30% that said other reasons, healthy eating, cost and a
joy of cooking were all important factors. Also interesting to note is that for those who are
cooking more, 65% have changed their cooking routines. Something tells me there's gold to be
had for those who understand just how those routines changed. Good thing we asked (did I tell
you, you didn't want to miss this issue?)

From the chart below you can see that the top change people made was to try new recipes, This
answer was given by over half of the people that said they made changes. While some people
tried different cooking methods, others used more intricate ingredients, others still used more
basic ingredients. What's most interesting is that one-third of this adventurous group, tried
their luck with different ingredients.

While that bit of information is interesting on a personal level, on a business level, it suggests
that people are spending their money in different areas. And there are lots of categories of
ingredients in which the home cooking public is opening their wallets for. Different herbs and
spices top the list, but all other categories score high marks, including different produce items.

Now for those of you who made it this far into the newsletter, you are about to get your just
rewards. Below, you will find the fruit and vegetable categories that are getting a bigger play
from a significant group of people who are cooking more because of COVID-19. Drumroll,
please....

It looks like Asian vegetables are the big winners in the cooking sweepstakes of the early
2020's. Whether a retailer or producer, It may be a good idea to expand your offering in
this area. Exotic and tropical fruit are also generating a lot of interest, with an honourable
mention to European vegetables like rapini, artichokes, radicchio, etc. The big takeaway is
every one of the 'specialty' categories listed, generated a measurable amount of interest.
Some experts warned us the pandemic would cause the death of variety in an effort to
simplify strained supply chains. That appears to have been a false alarm as we once again
get further evidence that the 'Customer is King'.
The bottom line is this: in 2020 consumers opened their wallets more frequently in grocery
stores and less frequently in restaurants. People are telling us en masse that they will
continue to behave in this manner in 2021. While in the grocery store, 'specialty' fruit and
vegetable categories are being shopped more frequently than in the past in an effort to
satisfy an increasingly sophisticated at-home menu plan. If your business intends to buck
this trend, you do so at your own risk.

Store Tours

We were on a mission this past month. We were looking
for great merchandising on items that we might consider
secondary or variety items. We heard what the consumer
panel said so we wanted to see if their stores were
satisfying their demands.

Ontario
A food lover's paradise
As we learned from our consumer research described in That's what she (and
he) said, customers, during the COVID era, are looking to replace their
regular restaurant outings with home cooked meals. But they are not
interested in giving up the variety they enjoyed pre-pandemic. Thankfully, the
grocery stores are obliging. Although the products were are seeing are not
necessarily new, they do seem to have a bit of a grander placement. Below we
see a 6 foot display of three radicchio varieties complimented with Belgian
endive. Have you ever had a multi-colored European bitter salad with a sweet
balsamic dressing? If you have, you probably had it at a restaurant. Well this
Ontario Longo's store is tempting customers to try it at home.

Michelin stars in the home?
Garlic and ginger spicy french beans anyone? Sounds mighty tasty. You may have to walk
around the store a little bit to find all the ingredients, but considering that at the
beginning of the pandemic the prevailing wisdom was products like this would no longer be
available, at least in the short term, a little stroll around this same Longos produce
department does not sound like that big of an issue.

Asian Greens and Caribbean Roots
I would expect to find these products
buried in the back of the department
somewhere. Or again, if early pandemic
predictions held true, maybe not at all.
Thankfully many stores listened intently to
what customers were saying. This Longos
store has the products prominently
displayed in their 5-deck merchandiser. It
is hard not to notice as you're shopping.
From a customer's perspective, whether
these products are on your list, or you're
just browsing around for new meal ideas,
the chances these products get into your
cart are enhanced by the prominent
placement of these exotics products.

Western Canada

Dueling Displays
In Alberta, both Walmart and Superstore have
the same idea dedicating an entire run to Indian
vegetables and Caribbean roots. And in the
category of not burying the product in the
back, Superstore is using an off-shelf bin
displayer to ensure customers can find the Opo
Squash. Who said variety was dead?had it at a
restaurant. Well this Ontario Longo's store is
tempting customers to try it at home.

If there are elements of this newsletter that you think could become a custom service for
your organization, drop me a line, I am available to discuss your business needs. Feel free
to forward this email to your colleagues and encourage them to subscribe by sending their
name and email address to info@execulytics.ca or by signing up at our
website execulytics.ca
Happy New Year and all the best in 2021,
Managing Partner

Mike Mauti

Execulytics Consulting
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
info@execulytics.ca

